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Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Problem 1: Cuddles the kitten is equally likely to limb up onto the roof(and get stuk there) or to limb too high in the front-yard oak tree (and getstuk there), but the time (in hours) T it takes before he �nds the ourageto limb down again has a di�erent distribution for these two ases:P[T > t j Roof ℄ = e�t=10; t > 0P[T > t j Tree ℄ = 10=(10 + t); t > 0:a) (5) Find the probability density funtion for T (reeting both possi-bilities), orretly for all times �1 < t <1:f(t) =
b) (5) Given that Cuddles has been missing for t = 5 hours,1 what is theprobability he's up the tree?P[ Tree j T > 5℄ =
) (5) If Cuddles returns after exatly t = 20 hours, what is the proba-bility he spent those hours on the roof?P[ Roof j T = 20℄ =
d) (5) Find the expeted length (in hours) of Cuddles' adventure:E[T ℄ =1You may assume he's missing beause he limbed the tree or limbed onto the roof.Fall 2013 1 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Problem 2: With the same Cuddles as in Problem 1, hoose the bestprobability distribution for eah random variable below from among thehoies Binomial, Exponential, Gamma, Geometri, Hypergeometri, Neg-ative Binomial, Normal, Poisson, Uniform, or Weibull and, whatever thedistribution, give its mean � (speify the units!):a) (4) The number of times Cuddles limbs the tree before he limbsonto the roof, if his hoies are equally-likely and independent:Bi Ex Ga Ge HG NB No Po Un We� =b) (4) The number of mie he athes in one week, if he athes aboutone every 12 hours and if athes in disjoint time intervals are independent:Bi Ex Ga Ge HG NB No Po Un We� =) (4) The length of time (hoose and speify the units) until he athestwo mie, with the same assumptions as above:Bi Ex Ga Ge HG NB No Po Un We� =d) (4) The total weight (in lb) of mie he athes in a year, with thesame assumptions as above, if the average mouse weighs 2 oz? (1 lb = 16 oz)Bi Ex Ga Ge HG NB No Po Un We� =e) (4) The number of times he limbs the tree before his seond timelimbing the roof, with the same assumptions as above?Bi Ex Ga Ge HG NB No Po Un We� =Fall 2013 2 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Problem 3: Three events A, B, C have probabilities a, b, and  respe-tively. For all parts of this problem the events A and B are independent; theevents B and C are disjoint.a) (4) What is the probability of (A \B) [ C?
b) (4) If A and C are also independent, �nd P[A [ B [ C℄.
) (4) If A and C are disjoint, �nd P[A [ B [ C℄.
d) (4) If A and C are disjoint, �nd P[A j B [ C℄.
e) (4) If a = 1=3 and b =  = 1=2, what is P[A \ C℄?

Fall 2013 3 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Problem 4:The independent random variables X and Y are Poisson-distributed withmeans EX = 2 and EY = 3, respetively, so their sum Z = X + Y also hasa Poisson distribution.a) (6) Let g(n) = (�1)n for integers n � 0. Find:E [g(X)℄ = P[X is even ℄ =
b) (5) Find the indiated onditional probability, for eah integer x 2 Z:P[X = x j Z = 10℄ =
) (5) Find the indiated onditional probability:P[X � 2 j X > 0℄ =
d) (4) Find: E[XY Z℄ =

Fall 2013 4 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Problem 5: When Cuddles the kitten attaks a ball of string it rollsdown the hall unwinding a length X (in meters) of string, whih we willmodel with the exponential distribution, X � Ex(0:2).a) (5) Find:P[X � 10m℄ =
b) (5) Find the pdf for Y := X2, orretly for all �1 < y <1:fY (y) =
) (5) Find the pdf for Z :=qX for all z 2 R:fZ(z) =
d) (5) The area A (in m2) of the largest irle you an make with theunwound length of string has one of the distributions listed on page 13 atthe end of this exam. Whih one, and with what parameter(s)?A �

Fall 2013 5 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Problem 6: The random variables X and Y have joint probability den-sity funtion f(x; y) = 13xye�y 1f0<x<y<1ga) (6) Find the marginal density funtions:fX(x) = fY (y) =

b) (4) Find the onditional pdf:fXjY (x j y) =

Fall 2013 6 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Problem 6 (ont):Reall X; Y � f(x; y) = 13xye�y1f0<x<y<1g.) (4) Find the other onditional pdf:fY jX(y j x) =

d) (6) Find:P[Y > 2X℄ =

Fall 2013 7 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Problem 7: X � No(� = 2; �2 = 9) and Y � No(� = 5; �2 = 16) havenormal distributions, with orrelation oeÆient � = 3=8. Their sum anddi�erene are S := X + Y and T := Y �X.a) (5) What are the mean and variane of S?E [S℄ = V [S℄ =
b) (5) Find the indiated probability:P[X > Y ℄ =
) (5) Find the ovariane:Cov(S; T ) =
d) (5) Find the indiated onditional probability2:P[X � 0 j Y = 1℄ =

2We're not really onditioning on the event [Y = 1℄, whih has probability zero; rather,we're �nding the probability that X � 0 under the onditional distribution fXjY (x j y).Fall 2013 8 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Problem 8: True or false? Cirle one; eah answer is 2 points. No ex-planations are needed, but you an give one if the question seems ambiguousto you.a) T F If A and B are independent, then so are A and B.b) T F If fXjg are iid with mean � and variane �2 then �Xn :=1nPnj=1Xj is approximately normally distributed withmean � and variane �2=n, for large n.) T F If X � Ge(p) has a geometri distribution with mean(1�p)=p, then P[X is even ℄ = 1=(2� p).d) T F If a produt lifetime T (in months) has distribution givenby P[T > t℄ = e�t2=100 for t > 0, then T 2 has an expo-nential distribution.e) T F If a produt lifetime T (in months) has distribution givenby P[T > t℄ = e�t2=100 for t > 0, then a used unit has abetter hane of surviving one more year than a new one.f) T F If Cov(X; Y ) = 0 then E[X � Y ℄ = E[X℄ � E[Y ℄g) T F If fXig iid� Ge(p) have independent Geometri distribu-tions then Pni=1Xi has a Hypergeometri distribution.h) T F If X > 0 has a ontinuous distribution with pdf fX(x),then Y � X2 has pdf fY (y) = fX(py)=(2py).i) T F If E[X � Y ℄ = E[X℄ � E[Y ℄ then X and Y are independent.j) T F If fXjg are iid with mean � and variane �2 then Sn :=Pnj=1Xj has mean n� and variane n2�2.Fall 2013 9 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Extra worksheet, if needed:

Fall 2013 10 Exam ends: 12:00n



Name: Mth 230 = Sta 230Another extra worksheet, if needed:

Fall 2013 11 Exam ends: 12:00n



�(x) = Z x�1 1p2� e�z2=2 dz: �3 �2 �1 0 1 2 3
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. . . .. .. ... ... .... .... ..... ..... ...... ...... ....... ....... ........ ....... ....... ....... .......xTable 5.1Area �(x) under the Standard Normal Curve to the left of x.x :00 :01 :02 :03 :04 :05 :06 :07 :08 :09:0 :5000 :5040 :5080 :5120 :5160 :5199 :5239 :5279 :5319 :5359:1 :5398 :5438 :5478 :5517 :5557 :5596 :5636 :5675 :5714 :5753:2 :5793 :5832 :5871 :5910 :5948 :5987 :6026 :6064 :6103 :6141:3 :6179 :6217 :6255 :6293 :6331 :6368 :6406 :6443 :6480 :6517:4 :6554 :6591 :6628 :6664 :6700 :6736 :6772 :6808 :6844 :6879:5 :6915 :6950 :6985 :7019 :7054 :7088 :7123 :7157 :7190 :7224:6 :7257 :7291 :7324 :7357 :7389 :7422 :7454 :7486 :7517 :7549:7 :7580 :7611 :7642 :7673 :7704 :7734 :7764 :7794 :7823 :7852:8 :7881 :7910 :7939 :7967 :7995 :8023 :8051 :8078 :8106 :8133:9 :8159 :8186 :8212 :8238 :8264 :8289 :8315 :8340 :8365 :83891:0 :8413 :8438 :8461 :8485 :8508 :8531 :8554 :8577 :8599 :86211:1 :8643 :8665 :8686 :8708 :8729 :8749 :8770 :8790 :8810 :88301:2 :8849 :8869 :8888 :8907 :8925 :8944 :8962 :8980 :8997 :90151:3 :9032 :9049 :9066 :9082 :9099 :9115 :9131 :9147 :9162 :91771:4 :9192 :9207 :9222 :9236 :9251 :9265 :9279 :9292 :9306 :93191:5 :9332 :9345 :9357 :9370 :9382 :9394 :9406 :9418 :9429 :94411:6 :9452 :9463 :9474 :9484 :9495 :9505 :9515 :9525 :9535 :95451:7 :9554 :9564 :9573 :9582 :9591 :9599 :9608 :9616 :9625 :96331:8 :9641 :9649 :9656 :9664 :9671 :9678 :9686 :9693 :9699 :97061:9 :9713 :9719 :9726 :9732 :9738 :9744 :9750 :9756 :9761 :97672:0 :9772 :9778 :9783 :9788 :9793 :9798 :9803 :9808 :9812 :98172:1 :9821 :9826 :9830 :9834 :9838 :9842 :9846 :9850 :9854 :98572:2 :9861 :9864 :9868 :9871 :9875 :9878 :9881 :9884 :9887 :98902:3 :9893 :9896 :9898 :9901 :9904 :9906 :9909 :9911 :9913 :99162:4 :9918 :9920 :9922 :9925 :9927 :9929 :9931 :9932 :9934 :99362:5 :9938 :9940 :9941 :9943 :9945 :9946 :9948 :9949 :9951 :99522:6 :9953 :9955 :9956 :9957 :9959 :9960 :9961 :9962 :9963 :99642:7 :9965 :9966 :9967 :9968 :9969 :9970 :9971 :9972 :9973 :99742:8 :9974 :9975 :9976 :9977 :9977 :9978 :9979 :9979 :9980 :99812:9 :9981 :9982 :9982 :9983 :9984 :9984 :9985 :9985 :9986 :99863:0 :9987 :9987 :9987 :9988 :9988 :9989 :9989 :9989 :9990 :99903:1 :9990 :9991 :9991 :9991 :9992 :9992 :9992 :9992 :9993 :99933:2 :9993 :9993 :9994 :9994 :9994 :9994 :9994 :9995 :9995 :99953:3 :9995 :9995 :9995 :9996 :9996 :9996 :9996 :9996 :9996 :99973:4 :9997 :9997 :9997 :9997 :9997 :9997 :9997 :9997 :9997 :9998�(0:6745) = 0:75 �(1:6449) = 0:95 �(2:3263) = 0:99 �(3:0902) = 0:999�(1:2816) = 0:90 �(1:9600) = 0:975 �(2:5758) = 0:995 �(3:2905) = 0:9995



Name Notation pdf/pmf Range Mean � Variane �2Beta Be(�; �) f(x) = �(�+�)�(�)�(�)x��1(1� x)��1 x 2 (0; 1) ��+� ��(�+�)2(�+�+1)Binomial Bi(n; p) f(x) = �nx�pxq(n�x) x 2 0; � � � ; n n p n p q (q = 1� p)Exponential Ex(�) f(x) = � e��x x 2 R+ 1=� 1=�2Gamma Ga(�; �) f(x) = ���(�)x��1 e��x x 2 R+ �=� �=�2Geometri Ge(p) f(x) = p qx x 2 Z+ q=p q=p2 (q = 1� p)f(y) = p qy�1 y 2 f1; :::g 1=p q=p2 (y = x+ 1)HyperGeo. HG(n;A;B) f(x) = (Ax)( Bn�x)(A+Bn ) x 2 0; � � � ; n nP nP (1�P )N�nN�1 (P = AA+B )Logisti Lo(�; �) f(x) = e�(x��)=��[1+e�(x��)=�℄2 x 2 R � �2�2=3Log Normal LN(�; �2) f(x) = 1xp2��2 e�(log x��)2=2�2 x 2 R+ e�+�2=2 e2�+�2�e�2�1�Neg. Binom. NB(�; p) f(x) = �x+��1x �p� qx x 2 Z+ �q=p �q=p2 (q = 1� p)f(y) = �y�1y���p� qy�� y 2 f�; :::g �=p �q=p2 (y = x+ �)Normal No(�; �2) f(x) = 1p2��2 e�(x��)2=2�2 x 2 R � �2Pareto Pa(�; �) f(x) = � ��=x�+1 x 2 (�;1) ����1 �2�(��1)2(��2)Poisson Po(�) f(x) = �xx! e�� x 2 Z+ � �Snedeor F F (�1; �2) f(x) = �( �1+�22 )(�1=�2)�1=2�( �12 )�( �22 ) � x 2 R+ �2�2�2 � �2�2�2�2 2(�1+�2�2)�1(�2�4)x �1�22 h1 + �1�2 xi� �1+�22Student t t(�) f(x) = �( �+12 )�( �2 )p�� [1 + x2=�℄�(�+1)=2 x 2 R 0 �=(� � 2)Uniform Un(a; b) f(x) = 1b�a x 2 (a; b) a+b2 (b�a)212Weibull We(�; �) f(x) = �� x��1 e�� x� x 2 R+ �(1+��1)�1=� �(1+2=�)��2(1+1=�)�2=�


